
This ensured that community growth and 

engagement were targeted and highly 

relevant  for  the  OkoBay  brand. 

@CommsAxis 

10,000 social 

engagements for 

#startup

sparks 

OkoBay Communications Axis  partnered with for a 

three-month social media project to establish 

awareness of its brand, increase engagements, and 

promote its first product: Coconut Water Ice.  

Additionally, all the above needed to spark sales of 

the new product to help OkoBay achieve its sales 

targets.

Before hiring ,  OkoBay  had a presence 

on Facebook and Twitter but were struggling to 

build engaged and loyal digital communities. There 

wasn't any new visual or written content created by 

OkoBay, nor was there any budget for either 

competitions / contests or for advertising (even for 

the boosting of posts).  Quite a challenge!

Tasked with ramping this up within three months, 

  had to rely on their expertise and a 

highly targeted engagement strategy.  

Comms Axis

Comms Axis

Summary of Benefits

By partnering with digital marketing specialists, 

,  experienced excellent 

growth in community size and especially in 

social engagements. They were able to tap into 

the growing popularity of, and interest in, 

coconut, coconut oil and coconut water to get on 

the radars of health conscious influencers and 

bloggers to further amplify their message. 

Comms Axis OkoBay

•  SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

•  SOCIAL MEDIA CONSULTANCY

•  CONTENT PLANNING, CURATION & CREATION

•  BLOGGER OUTREACH

•  DIGITAL MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA AUDITS

•  MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS

www.commsaxis.com     |     enquiries@commsaxis.com 

With no advertising or paid-for 

boosting,  Twitter

following increased by 800%  

while Facebook Fans doubled in 

just three months

@OkoBayBe's

http://https://twitter.com/commsaxis
http://www.okobay.com/
http://www.commsaxis.com/
http://www.commsaxis.com/
http://https://twitter.com/OkoBayBe


The Solution

Comms Axis, in partnership with OkoBay, devised a 

hard-hitting and effective social media strategy, 

which had the key objectives of driving both 

awareness and digital engagement.  The 'personality' 

of OkoBay also had to be sincere and authentic: fun, 

cool, healthy and vibrant.  The tone of OkoBay's 

engagements therefore had to reflect this.

The strategy involved building a strong digital 

footprint by developing an engaged and constantly 

growing community that sparked advocacy and word-

of-mouth across and beyond   community.

Engagement naturally played a key role in achieving 

this goal, while also helping increase traffic to 

OkoBay's site, and increase Fans on Facebook and 

Followers on Twitter.

Without any owned content, the strategy also hinged 

around curating and sharing every day a dynamic mix 

of content that went beyond just coconut-based 

topics – from visual to the written word, and from fun 

to health properties.  This ensured that variety and 

education were paramount, therefore raising as much 

awareness around OkoBay  as possible.

OkoBay's

particular success, despite not boosting significantly, was able to achieve its sales A posts or advertising, is how OkoBay targets for its Coconut Water Ice product.

bucked the trend on Facebook – a trend that 

has seen brands of all sizes experience And at a time when branded, visual content is a 

declining reach and engagement levels.  “must-have” for companies trying to succeed 

and differentiate themselves on social media, 

The brand also became established across its to get the results outlined below without any 

target audience of 18-35 year olds and, OkoBay content puts this digital success story 

into perspective.

Summary of Results

More than doubled their Page  Likes with a 108% increase

26,022,464

817,237

Potential 

Impressions

Potential 
Reach

181,666

52,375

TOTAL Impressions

TOTAL Reach

797% increase 

in followers

1661

Total Engagements

45,9%

OkoBay's followers 

are engaging with 

their brand!

558 628
New Followers TOTAL

from just 70!

463 893
New Page Likes TOTAL

from just 430!

Total 

Interactions

8,297 

    Clicks through 

to Posts/Pics

5,141

3,156

Total 

Engagements

Facebook

Twitter
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The approach was with the 

long-term in mind: to build trust 

and forge relationships.

The Execution

Comms Axis

Comms Axis 

Comms Axis 

Comms Axis

 was also responsible for the social media execution, including the day-to-day management of 

each of the social media networks.  A key benefit of managing this activity lay in OkoBay's 

ability to respond to and engage with the online community quickly, efficiently and with maximum impact.

Each day, a variety of third party content was curated and shared across both social networks. 

Content was sourced from a wide range of key health, lifestyle, food and coconut bloggers, 

journalists and influencers.

Visual content took the form of infographics, fun pictures, healthy quotes, and product images.  

Written content included relevant blog posts, healthy recipes, smoothies that the Coconut Water 

Ice product could be incorporated into, and topical news stories.

However engagement was vital to any success. identified and agreed with OkoBay 

before commencing any work all the key individuals who were influential on the core topics for their 

brand.  

It wasn't then a case of adopting the firehouse approach by simply broadcasting lots of content and 

hoping that some of this would be seen and replied to by the authors or owners of the content.  

 proactively engaged with them on Twitter on behalf of OkoBay as opposed to simply 

retweeting or favouriting their tweets.  This meant that OkoBay started conversations with them, 

asked their opinions, followed them, and also shared their content of course.
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Facebook takeaways:

How do the break down?

• Clicks through to posts and pics was incredibly high

-  These accounted for 

• Likes of posts and pics was likewise very high

-   A total of

• Proactive engagement was also good

-  Total of 

(288 comments & 269 shares)

8,297 total interactions 

nearly two-thirds of these 

interactions

 2,599 Likes

557 proactive engagements

Social Stats – a breakdown

Twitter takeaways:

How do the  break down?

•

• Proactive / organic mentions were very high

-  This accounted for 

• Passive, one-click engagement was also good

- A total of 

• Reactive engagements (RTs and Replies) 

demonstrated an engaged community

-  A combined total of 536 ( of all 

engagements)

1,661 engagements

Nearly half (45.9%) of OkoBay's followers 

were engaging with their brand – 

staggeringly high!

nearly half of the total 

engagements

366 favourites

nearly a third 

Replies

RTs

Mentions

Favourites

Likes

Comments

Shares

Clicks

366

212

324

759
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